Brawley Visioning Process

How many of you have either attended IVC or have had a family member attend IVC?
= 8 people

What Part of the video or fact sheet surprised you?
= 1 person was surprised.

What part of the video or fact sheet did you dislike (or disagree with)?
= Whole thing/ not clear volume throughout the video, education is the key to prepare them for a career & prepare them for their destiny. Citizenship, the over crowding of classroom were not shown in the video.

2.1 Going out to the community is a good thing, but the college has to many classes, need more classes at the externals. The poor turnout proves that there is a more need from the community. We need more input from the community.

2.2 Serves the community by change- need to make more room for students, why the Mexican license plates are everywhere?

We need to educate the seniors at high school on how to get into IVC.

Promote IVC graduates using their current careers as how far you can with IVC education.

Enrichment classes.

Need more courses offered in English.

3.1 Enlarge course offerings at external campuses.

3.3 Has the best reputation of any community colleges out there.

3.4 They could not get higher education without IVC, Nursing program, welding etc.

3.6 IVC needs to get more involved with the high schools with vocational courses, partnership.

3.7 Buses system has really improved thanks to IVC, with the additions of Highway 111.

IVC is the life support for the students to get into a university.

B/A - Possible teaching credential without leaving the Valley

Cost-accessible.
Think IVC is the best College.

IVC is known for exemplary teaching staff & excellent teachers.

4.5 Architect Programs
Educational Programs

Get all core classes out of the way.

Transferable programs/courses educate the students on how to read the catalog.

4.7 Educate the students on giving them a plan to graduate from IVC.

Increase communication.

4.8 Strengths—sports, band, nursing, bus, child development, CFCS, child & family consumer science program, child.

4.9 Weakness
   Better acematation of information. More media coverage, ex. When Brawley moved, no one knew about it. No vending machines at external, price of books.

5.1 Responding to get market transitions

Between general Ed & job specific training, add technology offering—more hands on classes (student’s actual constitution) ex. Betts Beiltehouse, journalism course.

5.2 Collaboration with SDSU in Bachelors Business administration.

5.3 Cost effective need collaboration with high schools.

5.4 Plenty of others in area all ready.

5.6 Sports, Fine Arts, Revive Agriculture Program
Collaboration with the high schools in FFA
Mariachi Band

6.1 Provided them better standard of leaving.
   Took more & different courses related to other lines of words.

6.2 Scholarship program & working with the employing.

Counseling Service
Good board members

6.3 Require English IB in order to graduate
More classes or bigger rooms, more students allowed to crash.

7.1 Bond issue for the science building, more technology.

7.2 Early childhood building and the learning & tutoring center library.

7.3 Cafeteria-more variety, lower prices, parlsing.

8.1 Media, Newspaper, radio, friend’s mail, word of mouth, commercials and more visibility at the high school.

Request in by mail from the newspaper, websites.

Really used us here, need to be done more. Like the Planetarium.